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INDECENT REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN IN MEDIA AND ADVERTISEMENT 

IN INDIA 

Piyasha Das1 

ABSTRACT 

With the advent of the 21st century, the mass media has taken a drastic and powerful change, 

with the 4g speed of net and various social media, the world has never been the same like 

before. This media has influenced all the sectors of the society and with all its boons it came 

with its own evil eye. An instrument which is affecting the cultural value, behavior of a 

society, promoting customer’s taste and among all this the portraying of gender as a means of 

attracting customers have been well documented. Television, films, newspaper, posters, 

hoardings has grown and became the instrument of greatest mass appeal and acceptance. 

Women play a very significant role in adverting today. The depiction of women in an alluring 

and unrealistic way has reached a height of indecency where advertisements are showing 

females in indecent ways even if it has no connection with the actual content. Women have 

emerged as a commodity or an instrument to entertain customers violating all the decency 

and rights of a woman. The media and advertisements have been stereotyping women with 

their jobs, as entities who are obsessed with make-ups and clothes, depending on men and 

doing jobs like washing and cleaning, how ironically washing powder ads have just been 

portraying women as if it was their sole job for cleaning clothes. In the last few years, an 

excess of nudity and vulgarity is being portrayed in the society through the various 

advertisements and also films and daily soaps. This is impacting the society’s behavioral 

change towards the women. The media very effectively shapes the views of society; therefore 

what is portrayed must be accurate and true representation of the women community and not 

objectifying them and reflecting them as the weaker section of the society. 

 

(Keywords - Indecency, Unrealistic, Commodity, Stereotyping, Objectifying) 
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5) Conclusion- Curbing the indecent practice. 

INTRODUCTION 

Decency varies from place to place, time to time, person to person, with the progress of 

society and change in lifestyle of the people, the meaning of decency and the degree of 

morality also changed the way than it used to be. In the traditional society there was very less 

exposure of women in the media but now women are all over the media, whether it is movies 

or advertisement or fashion. And even though the meaning of decency and morality has been 

more liberal than it was, doesn’t mean it can be used in the negative way, which is what 

exactly media had done to the image and value of women. Media has proved to be one of the 

largest sectors which is directly effecting the society. And standing in such a powerful 

position,  in the last few years a large section of the media and particularly the leading 

mediums of media have taken liberty to float all norms related to obscenity. In the name of 

art and freedom a lot of indecency has been going on in the media, whether it is film, daily 

soaps, music albums or advertisements. The reflection of women in Bollywood item songs 

have kept no boundary of decency whether it is the song, the costumes or the environmental 

setup of the videos of the item numbers. In-fact the item songs and the story has no link 

between them, but these offensive songs have become a compulsory part of the movies 

because of attracting more viewers and promoting the movie. Movies, songs and 

advertisements have great influence on the youth and such representation of women will in 

no way put a better image in the mind of this young viewers. Over this the women in our 

movies have mostly of a secondary character to that of a men, it is very unusual to witness a 

strong female character in an action movie. Or in very rare number of movies women gets the 

dominating character, whereas the characters of women should be as equally empowering as 

that of a men’s character because in today’s world women are no way lacking behind in 

anything or in any sector then why should be there image shown like that. 2 From advertising 

false ideas like women having no wrinkles, no scars, long and smooth legs, false body image 

to portraying a sexual character the advertising companies have stopped at nothing to 

promote their products in the market. Advertisements for women have increased due to their 

increase in purchasing power and exposure to the world. Yet, the roles that women play in the 

advertisements are stereotypical either as housewives or sexual objects. Even big companies 

selling products for women themselves have been objectifying them, like in the 2016 

advertisement of ‘Jack and Jones’, a clothing company, the ad shows a very cool Ranveer 

Singh objectifying women and not letting them ‘hold him back’. ‘Don’t hold back’ this 

should be an empowering message for women, but here it is  being used by a man to show his 

                                                             
2 Scholarly research journal on Stereotyping women in Indian cinema  

  (Sep.,5- 2020, 2.35am), 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323786469_STEREOTYPING_WOMEN_IN_INDIAN_CINEMA#re

ad  
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power over woman and was also showing insensitivity towards sexual harassment of women 

at the workplace3.  

ADVERTISEMENT AND ITS ILL EFFECTS 

Women has come to become very paradoxical in nature when it comes to advertisement, she 

is the subject of transaction in which she herself becomes the object. Adrian Furnham4, a 

British psychologist in his paper for ‘changes in the stereotypical portrayal of men and 

women in British television advertisements’ found that advertisers use gender roles reversal 

for the purpose of humor, while women are used more in sexually explicit advertisements, 

men are used more in the humorous roles, such as a male homemaker who cannot control his 

children or work the kitchen appliances. Study has found that the ads in India are more 

backward and stereotypical if compared to the western countries, it is because of our social 

culture and instead of changing the views by proper information the advertisements are 

pushing the society more towards believing in what they already believe. Stereotypical 

portrayal of women as they are shown as entities who loves to shop but on their husbands 

money, even if the ads move a bit forward than normal to show the modern women but also 

that image comes with a backdrop of the image of a stereotypical women. When the 

advertisement of Amazon thought shopping was only a women’s prerogative which straight 

away generalizes the act of shopping, and even while trying to break the stereotype as they 

claim but it simply shows that when the women is buying clothes for herself it is because of 

her obsession for shopping while splurging for the man in their life is a means of ‘showing 

Love’, the ad also comes with a hash tag of #WhenaWomanshops.5  Many advertisements are 

highly objectionable because they simply undermine moral values and ethics; they undermine 

social values, divert the attention of people and corrupt the young minds. Advertisements 

which goes to any extent to sell their products including sexual images, stories or simply 

some very sexually colored objectionable references, as in a Nando’s advertisement. Nando is 

a South African based restaurant company, in one of their horrifying ad said ‘we don’t mind 

if you touch our buns, or breasts, or even our thighs. Whatever  you are into, enjoying any 

Nando’s meal with your hands is always recommended’ 6, this ad left a lot of women feeling 

                                                             
3 Article on Ranveer Singh apologizing for ‘sexist’ Jack and amp; Jones ad 

  (Sep., 5-2020, 2.58am)  

https://www.huffingtonpost.in/2016/11/26/ranveer-singh-apologises-for-sexist-jack-and-jones-ad_a_21614518/ 

3Adrian Furnham, Changes in the stereotypical portrayal of men and women in British television 

advertisements. Sep., 11-2020, 12.20am 

https://psycnet.apa.org/record/1997-04636-006  

 

 
5 Women break age old shopping stereotypes with Amazon’s latest advert #WhenAWomanShops 

Sep., 11,2020, 12.41am    https://www.india.com/viral/women-break-age-old-shopping-stereotypes-with-

amazons-latest-advert-whenawomanshops-845141/ 

 
6 Women are not meat: Nando's ad makes me sick to the stomach 
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horrified, the ad was simply comparing parts of women body to meet and promoting the rape 

culture in  disgusting ways. After a lot of hue and cry from the public Nando,s issued a public 

apology but even then the ad’s message was shocking to a large extent and a threat to what a 

society we are being nurtured in where such advertisements can so easily make its way to 

such a huge platform like media. Deepak Dhanraj an activist wrote in his paper of ‘General 

myths that instrumentalises women’ 1990, that in Indian advertisement women are used as 

models in sexist ads for diverse products and a stereotyped notion of gender roles is explicit 

in the casting for ads. Women in advertisements are being used as a weapon of persuasion by 

misleading the customers and also alluring them. Most of the advertisement have some labels 

attached to them all pointing towards degrading a women’s image, every one or the other ads 

have these labels on them like, irrational or unintelligent female, famine touch which is 

always soft and seductive, Female is portrayed as a submissive character, the women is 

vulnerable to sexual threats where the man needs to save her, or the women is dependent on a 

male. Even a simple cereal ad portrays stereotypes like a tired working husband and a 

housewife’s role to better her husband’s life. In the Kellogg’s all bran ad shows how the 

woman who is a housewife needs to be healthy but not for herself but so she can be as better 

wife and manage her husband’s tantrum and her children at the same time 7. 

INDECENT PORTRAYAL OF WOMEN IN OTHER SECTORS OF MEDIA 

On a study by UNICEF on why are women so often victims of violence the very first point 

that came up was when women are repeatedly objectified and hypersexualized in the media, 

which has the power to reach out to millions of the world’s population in no time, there can 

be nothing more worst that can be blamed than media. In a study of print media, researchers 

at Wesleyan University found that on average, across 58 different magazines, women were 

objectified 76% of the time. Hypersexualized models of feminity and a perfect standard of 

beauty in the media affects the mental, emotional and physical health of girls and women on 

a global scale. Displaying of women in the magazines are a whole new story. When it comes 

to magazines, it almost feels like it’s a women’s world but for the pleasure and liking of men. 

Magazines are periodical publications which are supposed to give current articles and news 

but instead it has become a catalogue of women, either showing themselves off seminude or 

selling makeup’s or clothes featuring their perfect skin and body. Even a magazine of 

women’s health features actress Cobie Smulders posing topless, with only her arms around 

her bare chest8, in no way this kind of image is anyway necessary for portraying of women’s 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
Sep., 11,2020, 1.05am    https://www.dailyo.in/politics/nandos-mamagoto-women-sexual-harassment-rape-

shabana-azmi-sexism-molestation/story/1/9776.html 

 
7 Kellogg’s focuses on digestive health in new TVC for ‘All-Bran’ 
Sep., 11,2020, 1.24am     https://www.campaignindia.in/article/kelloggs-focuses-on-digestive-health-in-new-

tvc-for-all-bran/414455  

 
8 COBIE SMULDERS GOES TOPLESS FOR WOMEN’S  HEALTH COVER, 

(Sep.,13- 2020, 1.01am) 
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healthy. If a women’s health magazine cover can have such display of picture, it is hard to 

which talks about fashion and movies. The degree to which women are sexualized in 

magazines, lyrics of songs, television, videos games and in music videos today is horrifying 

comparing to the fact that we are in the 21st century and we are fighting for human rights in 

every step, and even with increase in women’s empowerment and their voice in the society 

such indecent representation is very much out in media with such little concern and change 

brought in it. The Rap songs and the music videos over time ridiculously objectified women 

in the lyrics of the songs, the lyrics keep on having elements like, emphasizing on women’s 

body parts, portraying women as intoxicating substances and food items, using obscene 

simile or metaphors like comparing women with fire crackers or ointments and appreciating 

and flaunting the white skin. There is nothing in the lyrics but sexually portraying them to 

attract viewers and listeners. Honey Singh, one of the biggest rapper in Bollywood have 

shocked the society with its misogynistic crudest forms of rap lyrics but amazingly there has 

been warm acceptance of such songs in the Indian society9. A Student in Delhi, has very 

effectively hit back at the singer criticizing his misogynistic lyrics songs like ‘Blue Eyes’ 

which have nothing in it other than portraying a women in bright short dresses, with lip gloss 

and a figure like ‘bomb’, who is being wooed by a man to go out for clubbing.  Some of these 

famous singers’ lyrics were widely criticized on social media after the 2012 gang rape on 

December in Delhi which focused attention on India’s male dominant culture. His songs all 

over are just ridiculously cringy if the lyrics are heard and are always all about women and 

partying. Songs like this have been attracting the youth of the country. Such portrayal of 

women in media is not to be tolerated especially when medium like these effects the 

countries youth and influences them10. Bollywood being a huge industry and such a big part 

of our countries media item songs like ‘Sheila ki jawani’ ‘Chikni Chameli’ is such a 

ridiculous and not acceptable way of describing and portraying women to the society. There 

are times when there is no link between the actual story of the movie and the item numbers 

but is just present there for attracting viewers. Looking at an analysis of 600 song lyrics from 

top billboard hits, 56% of them had at least one sentiment objectifying them11.  Bollywood 

songs and movies have been encouraging sexual objectification of women for a long period 

of time. Even movies like ‘Mardaani’ which is all about a female police officer and her 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
https://www.fashiongonerogue.com/photo-shoot/cobie-smulders-topless-womens-health-shoot/ 

 
9 The biggest problem with Yo Yo Honey Singh: Bollywood’s embrace of him 

(Sep.,13- 2020, 1.20am) 

https://www.firstpost.com/entertainment/the-biggest-problem-with-yo-yo-honey-singh-bollywoods-embrace-of-

him-574960.html  

10 Yo Yo Honey Singh: Enlightening the Indian Youth since 2006, (Sep., 13- 2020, 1.34am) 

https://qrius.com/yo-yo-honey-singh-enlightening-indian-youth-since-2006/ 

 
11 University of South Florida Scholar Commons Graduate Theses on Objectification of Women in Bollywood 

Item Numbers. (Sep.,13- 2020, 1.58am) 

https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=9145&context=etd   
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empowerment has a title like Mardaani’ which is completely a masculine term a word that 

depicts male masculinity and strength and says nothing about a women’s valor. Women 

nowadays have become a face of media and advertisement for the sole purpose of attracting 

viewers and buyers, but the problem lies that women are not entities born for the purpose of 

this, they are not existing for attracting and alluring customers and being a submissive 

character and such portrayal of women has been putting wrong notions in the mind of the 

society and has been attracting crimes towards them and without any kind of actions taken 

against such portrayal of women in the mass media the effect of it will keep on decreasing 

women’s image and their role in the society. 

THE EYE OF LAW 

1) The Constitution of India - The Constitution of India is the basic framework for all 

other persisting laws in the country and our Constitution have given a lot of 

importance to protect the women of our country. The constitution provides for 

equality of women and also provides for special provisions which empowers the state 

to adopt measures for providing special laws in discrimination in favor of women. 

The Fundamental rights provided by the part III of the constitution ensures equality 

before law and equal protection of law. Article 14 provides for equality before the 

law. The state to direct its policy towards securing for men and women equally the 

right to an adequate means of livelihood under Article 39(a) of the constitution. 

Article 21 of the constitution is the magna carta of Human rights and safeguarding a 

lot of aspects for the proper livelihood of a person and to live with dignity. Article 21 

of Constitution of India states that no person shall be deprived of his life or of 

personal liberty except according to procedure as established by law. This law has 

been interpreted very widely since the case of Maneka Gandhi12 and says very clearly 

that every woman is an individual human being and has a right to live a dignified 

human life. No women are to be considered as passive or submissive in the eye of 

law. In another landmark case of Chandra Raja Kumar vs. Police Commissioner 

Hyderabad13, it has been held holding of beauty contest is repugnant to dignity or 

decency of women and goes against Article 21 of the constitution if the same is 

grossly indecent, obscene or intended for blackmailing. The government is 

empowered to prohibit the contest as objectionable. Article 51-A (e)14 specifically 

levies duty on the citizens to renounce practices that are derogatory to the dignity of 

                                                             
12 Maneka Gandhi vs Union Of India, 1978 AIR 597,  1978 SCR (2) 621 
13 1998 (1) ALD 810 
14 51A. Fundamental duties It shall be the duty of every citizen of India  

(e) to promote harmony and the spirit of common brotherhood amongst all the people of India transcending 

religious, linguistic and regional or sectional diversities; to renounce practices derogatory to the dignity of 

women;  
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women. Also being a part of the constitutional duties the constitution makes sure that 

under Article 15(3) to make special provisions for safeguarding of women15. 

  

2) The Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act, 1986 - The act provides 

for the regulation of representation of women in the media, it prohibits the indecent 

representation of women through advertisement books, movies, writings, magazines 

or in any other manner. Section 3 and 4 of the act prohibits publication of 

advertisements containing indecent representation of women and prohibits the 

publication or sending by post of books, pamphlets, etc. containing indecent 

representation of women in any form but the condition of the advertisements and the 

representation of women have none the less changed in a better way in the media. The 

National Commission of Women (NCW) has suggested to read as Derogatory 

representation of omen means the depiction of women in any form of way that will be 

derogatory and is likely to deprive and endanger and corrupt public morality. Section 

6 of the act discusses about the penalty for those who are in contravention of section 3 

to a fine of two thousand rupees to ten thousand rupees and in case of second default 

conviction of six months to five years and a fine of rs ten thousand to five lakh rupees. 

In the case of Chandrakant Kalyandas vs State of Maharashtra16 It was held that there 

was no fixed rules to determine obscenity. The concept of obscenity differs from 

country to country depending on the standards of morals of contemporary society. 

And hence no proper standard can be established but a general knowledge about what 

should be called as an obscene portrayal of women should be kept in mind. The NCW 

has also recommended for the inclusion of any notice, circular, label, and wrapper. Or 

any other document, laser, light sound electronic media to be included under the 

definition of indecent representation in the act. The Act should also include 

convictions as there is hardly any under this law.  

3) The Indian Penal Code,1860 - Section 292 of IPC17  and section 293 very clearly 

states the punishment for obscene objects or items and prohibits publication of any 

obscene matter it can also include lotteries, issues of national symbols. As per these 

sections government has the power to forfeit all the copies of the published material 

containing anything obscene or objectifying. In the landmark case of Rnjit D. Udesshi 

vs State of Maharashtra18 a bookseller was booked under IPC for selling unedited and 

expurgated edition of ‘Lady Chatterley’s lover’ the case laid down what has come to 

be known as the test of obscenity, it says that obscenity must not be judged by a word 

or a passage . The work as a whole must be looked into and seen as to the way it has 

an impact on the society. The court also said where obscenity and art are mixed, art 

                                                             
15 Nothing in this article shall prevent the State from making any special provision for women and children. 
16 AIR (1970) 1396, (1970) SCR (2) 80 
17 (1) For the purposes of sub-section (2), a book, pamphlet, paper, writing, drawing, painting, representation, 
figure or any other object, shall be deemed to be obscene if it is lascivious or appeals to the prurient interest or if 

its effect, or (where it comprises two or more distinct items) the effect of any one of its items, is, if taken as a 

whole, such as to tend to deprave and corrupt person, who are likely, having regard to all relevant 

circumstances, to read, see or hear the matter contained or embodied in it. 
18 AIR 1965 SC 881 
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must be so preponderate as to throw the obscenity into shadow that it can have no 

effect and can be shadowed. It is necessary to strike a balance between freedom of 

speech and expression and public decency and morality.  

 

4) The Information Technology Act, 2000 – Section 67 of the Information Technology 

Act is the most serious legislative measure against pornography, the section says that 

whoever publishes or cause to be published in electronic form which is obscene and 

of prurient interest shall be punished19. The wordings of sec 67 are wide enough to 

cover all perpetrators of pornography. Section 67 thus aids in the control of 

advertisements which has found its way to media. 

 

5) Young Person’s (Harmful Publications) Act, 1956 – Harmful publications means 

any books, magazines, pamphlets, newspaper or any other similar publications which 

consists of stories with or without the aid of pictures or completely with pictures 

which portray wholly or majorly: commission of offence, acts of violence, incidents 

of a repulsive or horrible nature in such a manner that it will corrupt the person in or 

the acts of the person in whose hand it falls. Liability of act committed in such a 

manner will lie on the person who prints, sells, distributes, or is in possession of the 

harmful publication shall be punishable. As per section 3 of this act if any person 

advertises or makes known by any means whatsoever that harmful publication can be 

procured from or through any person shall be punishable with imprisonment or fine or 

both. 

 

CONCLUSION-CURBING THE INDECENT PRACTICE 

Women has the Human right to live with dignity and with respect all over the country without 

any discrimination, a strong portrayal of women in our society is very important to change 

the degrading status of women and to stop putting wrong images about women in the society. 

Role of education and awareness is the first and the basic ground of improvement that is 

required, empowering of women through education should be given a big importance, women 

sometimes themselves becomes victim of the indecent representation of themselves because 

of the lack of education and awareness. Women need to be aware of what is indecent 

representation to not be a part of it and to create a voice to stop such practice. The area of 

mass media is a huge stage for creating awareness, instead of creating a wrong image of 

women through the media. The media should be used as an effective tool to create social 

awareness among people and not to encourage such indecent practices. The portrayals of 

                                                             
19 Punishment for publishing or transmitting obscene material in electronic form. -Whoever publishes or 

transmits or causes to be published or transmitted in the electronic form, any material which is lascivious or 

appeals to the prurient interest or if its effect is such as to tend to deprave and corrupt persons who are likely, 
having regard to all relevant circumstances, to read, see or hear the matter contained or embodied in it, shall be 

punished on first conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years 

and with fine which may extend to five lakh rupees and in the event of second or subsequent conviction with 

imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to five years and also with fine which may 

extend to ten lakh rupees. 
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women in the media should be equal to that of women and not degrading their image in 

advertisements, songs, and movies. Smart marketing techniques should be adopted by the 

marketing companies where women are empowered more in their roles in the advertisements 

which will have a positive effect on the society. The self-regulating authorities like Press 

Council of India, Advertising Standards Council of India, Central Board for Film 

Certification etc. needs to strictly look into the matters of indecent representation and should 

adhere to their guidelines, this councils should make aware of eradication of such portrayal 

and make aware of the penalties in such cases. A strong legislative effort and wide spread of 

social awareness is needed to fight this indecent practice so that women are portrayed in a 

more decent way and not as a commodity for the purpose of selling and attracting but as an 

individual with dignity and value. 
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